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better purpose. See actions taken by users who manage and post content.     Tangemann University Center is located in the center of the West Campus. Architects Harry Hake and Harry Hake Jr. built the TUK in 1937 in response to the growing student population. The building was built in a Georgian colonial style and
highlighted by the entrance and the large pillars of the clock tower [the image of the TUC clock tower is used in countless materials showing the campus of the University of Cincinnati] clocks in the tower and brown memorial chimes were donated in recognition of UC's window student Sanford Brown. Brown contributed
to a campaign to secure funding to build the TAC, and in his tireless efforts, funding from the Department of Public Works and the city of Cincinnati ensured that a student coalition would be built. The TUC was originally known as the Student Union or simply as the Union. [6] As today, the Student Union was a place to
gather, eat lunch, and buy books. At the time of construction, it was one of the two largest buildings on campus that housed the majority of student organizations [as the student population continued to increase, space was added to the Student Union in 1967 at a cost of about 3.6 million people. [10] Construction funds
were raised through special fees that students agreed to pay after construction. The Student Union was renamed in honor of Donald Koa Tangeman, the son of a University of Cincinnati graduate. The addition nearly doubled the size of the TUC, providing more space for student activities. Between 2001 and 2004, the
TUC underthrew a major transformation, requiring renovations to bring the building up to date. Additions were added on both sides of the building, and the 1967 addition was removed. [15] When it reopened, students were able to get together again, eat lunch and buy books, but the TUC's new amenities allowed students
to watch movies at the Main Street Cinema and get involved with fellow students at the Catskeller Games &amp; Sports Lounge. Many changes have been experienced, but the core tangeman is the place of the students. [1] Cincinnati. University of Cincinnati Yearbook 1938 . UC Publications. 1938. Page 14[2] Broken
Ground for Student Union Building, Making $750,000 on Ongoing U.C Project CincinnatiPage 14 January 1936 8. [3] Student Union Building Opens Next Week, Cincinnati Enquire, May 30, 1937. Page 4. [4] Student Union Architecture Celebration Ends, Cincinnati Times Star, June 9, 1937. Page 32. [6] Student Union,
Cincinnati Enquire, October 26, 1938. Page 8. [8] Student Union Building Opens Next Week, Cincinnati Enquire, May 30, 1937. Page 4. [9] Cincinnati. University of Cincinnati Yearbook 1965 . UC Publications. 1965. Pages 6 and 8. [10] Student Union.. Enlarged, the ground is broken for an additional $3.6 million at Uc,
Cincinnati Post, January 1, 1964. Page 5. Kevin Grace, University of Cincinnati West Campus Walking Tour: UC Publishing, 1990. [13] The Student Union expanded and the ground is broken for an additional $3.6 million at Uc, Cincinnati Post, January 1, 1964. Page 8. [14] Dawn Fuller See you on Main Street. UC
News, May 6, 2008. (accessed October 13, 2011) Internet map search and general direction, the university's official address is: Visit the University of Cincinnati, 2600 Clifton Avenue, Cincinnati OH 45221 website: address information maintained by the Office of Complete Building and Space Management, Policy and
Analysis. Excellent customer service excluding reviews from other branches does not answer their calls. The location no longer exists. This is the worst bank. Richard Broili .782 Main St, poor customer service by Milford, Beaver Creek, Ohio, Dayton Ksenia Road, Beaver Creek, now permanently closed. I refused the
deposit without cause. Permanent Amen. Administrator. Hi now it was very good and cervice Joe EnwiyaWow.. I just read some of the PNC reviews. I can't believe I'm banking at the same banking institution! A few years ago. I couldn't be happier, especially with the products of people representing banks. Whenever I
had the opportunity to need assistance {small, massive and complicatedly incidental}there was always someone there, READY - WILLING - ABLE - and with a smile on their face. I say thank you to PNC and all the staff who work in all branches. Sincerely, David Engel I go to this bank and I am there every other day for
work. You can easily spend 10-15 minutes, sometimes sitting in the drive-thru. They must have a window for a walk and a window for a walk, not a share between the two. Therefore, after going to this bank every day for 10, there is always a different windowCan I still be asked for my ID?very annoying!You can deposit a
check into the bank after an hour I would like to thank William Baird, vice president of the Jackson branch. He worked hard to solve the problem I had and save me from making two hours. Drive each method to solve this problem. Again my heart felt grateful to William Baird Randall Smimi I, Vice President of The
Jackson Branch. He worked hard to solve the problem i had and save me from making two hours. Drive each method to solve this problem. Once again my heart felt grateful to William Baird Randall Smith. I would like to thank all the staff who have just moved to Chesaning and have so welcomed someone no one
knows. Thank you very much! I'm really disappointed and frustrated. After a fraudulent purchase, someone at the bank alerted me to the pending amount. I ordered them to stop paying, but they didn't. They told me not to worry about me not going to a trading dispute. So that's what I did. I seem to have lost the conflict
and my money is gone, actually big money. What should I do? It's a real concern that they don't protect their customers' money!!!! Drive-through ATMs don't have money for weeks. It is a good word to describe this branch to be looked down on. Zero stars. I was surprised at the customer service at the Lee Highway
branch. The ATM machine broke down and ate my hsuband card and instead of helping us, the manager told us there was nothing she could do and the card was shredded. The call to customer service was untrue and proved that managers simply didn't want to address the issue. When I repeatedly tried to call your
branch in Ramsey St Fayetteville NCI, I had a very poor service - 6x. Leave it on hold just to hang. And I actually hung on, in the sense of silence when on hold. I'm not going to do business again here Today was a sad day when, after years of trust PNC Bank, we had to remove the contents of the safe deposit box and
be on the waiting list for the Ross Moore location to hold important paperwork in the newly built bank box. I understand that these are not placed in the safe. Natasha and Susan helped me and my husband cause a very devastating fraud case. I can't go into words how helpful and understanding they were. Carlyle's PNC
Bank has customers for life. Thank you to all the women you have done. This isn't just a bank that refuses wasted time on your debit card, I didn't know where to leave this message, so I hope it will be read soon. Make a reservation with your PNC representative at 4:00 P.M. on Monday, July 23 to verify your account. I
have to cancel this appointment because something else has come out that I need to take care of. My financial situation is so small that I really don't know what we can talk about. AllYour income will be credited directly to your bank +2 credit card and small savings. I have another bank and credit card, so that's about it. If
you have any questions, I can reach (260) 373-2815. Cancel this appointment. Forget about business accounts and Millennium Stamp assistance, don't get public notices or they won't go here to help you with questions. I had an account there for a 25-year-old and I wouldn't be surprised by their treatment. I keep my
account and do my business elsewhere, even though this is the closest to where I live. The East Windsor branch of PNC Bank in RT 130 is an exceptional venue for all my bank needs. The officers &amp; staff are great to deal with, and very knowledgeable &amp; very convenient .it is a great pleasure to do my business
here. The East Windsor branch of PNC Bank in RT 130 is an exceptional venue for all my bank needs. The officers &amp; staff are great to deal with, and very knowledgeable &amp; very convenient .it is a great pleasure to do my business here. The location of this branch is terrible for the dreaded customer service
management itself. Do not support this place Saturday time for virginia manor shop branch going to giant 1 instead 9:00 AM -1:00 PM This review is only for chantilly PNC branch locations. Customer service in this branch is not remotely equivalent to the excellent customer service of the call center. left much to be
desired. I wanted to change the number of stars/ratings I gave because I thought I put in the best, but your website didn't allow me to edit. I would like to give you 10/10 I recently needed to open a personal IRA with some pension money I received from my company. Samia Tarabein went out of her way to help me with
the process. She was helpful and friendly and I felt comfortable with her as a representative of PNC with immediate relief. I appreciated her personal attention. She answered all of my questions professionally and in a timely manner and I felt I had experienced excellent customer service. My daughter was moving and
had to change banks, so I recommended that she go to PNC. The branch has friendly and helpful employees and I would like to recommend. Great service. Good time. Low Fees.My Bank is not displaying my account. Why is this happening?????? I've probably been a Pnc customer for over 5 years and one thing for
sure is that Pnc has some of the friendliest cashiers in this place. Rick often waits for me and goes over to make sure my needs are met! thanks to so much PNC Bank on Pennsylvania Avenue! The check was drawn to their bank and even though I have my driver's license. They needed a second form of ID, so I gave
them my Komen wealth in Kentucky and hid the license ID of the deadly weapon. She tells me she doesn't work for a second form of ID and refuses to cash my check.It's only big girl Amber M. others cash it in without problems. Went to the other 2 pnc and cashed my check. No problem. Horrible service and ignorant
employees. I went to this bank today and worked with a woman named Amanda Rodriguez. She had the absolute best customer service I received in a long time everywhere!!! She was very thorough explaining everything! I was available to tell you that she really cares about her customers and their best interests.Thanks
Amanda for all of your help:) Great customer service will show up every time you walk to this bank. Excellent service!!!! The best banks far outperform others. I use PNC Bank at 660 Kings Highway, Cherry Hill. I opened my account with Shakuana Jefferson and she made my decision to make this bank and my financial
business easier to trust. Terribly slow service every time I'm here. I need 2-3 people to figure out the situation when I need more than a simple deposit. This is incredibly frustrating. Today, Wednesday May 16, 2010 at 6:29 A M I 200 West Walnut Street, Kokomo In. I used an ATM located in 46901. I tried to withdraw
$500.00 in cash. The money was wrong. I received two receipts at the time, but was distracted and didn't raise any money. After I got home, I opened my wallet and noticed what I had done. I went back to the bank to see what I could do as soon as possible. By that time an hour had passed. I didn't have any money
before then. I waited until the bank opened and went inside to talk to the employees. One woman led me to another woman who explained that I needed to contact the bank (Comerica Bank Direct Express). My bank will send me a dispute form shortly. The thing here is, if the ATM sucks up that $500 and it can be
recovered, why not return the money to me without the hassle of watching security videos and images and waiting until 90 days to recover the money? I am requesting that PNC Bank look at the ATM and review the CCTV into what is being used to see who took the money and whether it was recovered by the ATM. If
money is taken and someone turns it around, I request that you or someone get in touch with me as soon as possible. I retired and it's a lot of money to me. I thank you for your time and am now considering opening a checking account at PNC Bank for a little time. It's terrible money to notice that you charge a 2% fee for
checks made in your PNC bank account and buy holders who don't have an account with PNC Bank. If I were to cash a check for $1,000 every week, 0.02 for 52 weeks would equal $1,042 a year. It's only for check caching services! I can't understand how banks justify these outlying fees. I came into the PNC bank to
have meCashed in the past, they are cashing my cheques for free as long as I have identification. The lowest fee for window time spent cashing checks is one thing, but 2% of a cashed person's check is bad business as far as I'm concerned. The last teller who cashed my check suggested that I use my bank. Until I let
Teller know that I was not happy with the fee I had a great experience with. Now, things seem a little different, they might say it's a new policy, but it's bad policy and a big inconvenience, and summing up my encounter with the words of price gouge this branch, I can't express how enraged I am. The manager of your
AVP branch was totally useless. I didn't have an account with Pnc Bank and was simply using an Atm machine to withdraw money. My card was held. Then I walked up to the counter to clarify why this could happen. No one could help. And they called MATHEW DUPPS to solve the problem. Instead of him helping
anyway, he immediately told me to get out of his shop because there was nothing he could do. And I can't explain how offended I am. Not to mention embarrassing for the scene he passed me through. I hope the bank conversation was recorded. I'm a bit upset that the card is being held, but even more upset by the way
I was spoken to by Matthew Dupps. If he were the manager of the branch of your choice. You really made a mistake. As a modest customer who was looking only for answers to why and how my debit card could be restrained, with a lack of knowledge from its management and refusal to give help or options. Much more
yell at me and tell me to get out of his shop just because he didn't want to help anymore. How embarrassing!!!!! I will never set foot in that branch again and I will continue to file complaints until I find some way to resolve this. My biggest problem is how I felt wrong. I felt I was the problem. Being kicked out of the store for
a reason is one thing, but I'm being shouted out to leave the place because I wasn't willing to find an answer as to why the card was being held. The manager must know everything about the bank. My manager must have all the protocols in order and I absolutely don't appreciate being spoken in this way. My card
doesn't matter. The big picture is to get the manager to talk to the customer the way I was spoken to. I can't let this go. I would like to speak to someone to reassure them that Matthew Dupps' problems were today. I would like to make sure he has never been as enraged by another innocent confused customer as I am
today. I still don't know why he yells at me and tells me to get out of his shop. If you're in a business place, I don't care who you are. No one should be yelled at and told to leavereasoning and he had no reason. I can't let this go. I will not let this go. I am so insulted and offended and I know that in a facility like this it is my
word for manager. I have to say something! I want the higher one to know that in this branch you have an unwilling, useless and disrespectful manager. Thanks I don't have a Pnc bank account if it's the type of management you hire.kljkljjlkjljl jljl ljlI took my kindergarten class here for a field trip and my parents and I were
very pleased. Some of my kids had never been inside the bank, but this was a good learning experience for them. The general manager was very accommodating and patient with all the questions. They had a surprise bag for them! A policy that is not Kasgomar friendly. Staff who are unable to understand and assist our
customers. Close branches and leave our community. Front door greeters are unnecessary and often confused - too many questions for a purpose. These greeters function as better tellers and workers. The whole staff is friendly, smiling and can lead you where you need to go. The greeter is a waste of time. Your people
didn't recognize me after coming there for a year. I'm going to withdraw a total of 90k all accounts of 90k because I obviously don't matter you need to hire a person. This is heartbreaking. I left your branch. I will close my account in May of this year. Every time I go in at least 30 minutes, you only open one active window
and wait. I don't have much time or desire to stand side by side for 30 minutes. I visited this place on April 25, 2018. Teller was named Travis. This is a new account and we have not traded at all to this day. I deposited a payroll check for $720.00. I asked when it would be available and Travis told me the next working
day. I also checked the policy on the PNC website. It is now the next day and only $200 is available?! This is going to pay me a late fee now because I can't pay the bills I need to pay today. I want to know why my money is not in my account as promised by Teller and promised by online policy. This is very disappointing
and unacceptable. Online policies indicate that depositing a large check, such as $50,000 or more, can result in a longer-than-usual hold time. However, in these cases, it states that $100 will be available instantly and another $100 will be available the next day. First of all, the check I deposited was only $720. Secondly,
$100 on the same day was not available at all. Finally, why PNC promises service the next day if it sounds like they want a lawsuit if it's not true. You are holding my money hostage! Bank ofPorterneck would be great. I needed the help of customer service yesterday and today as well. Our customer representative,
Steven Munro, was very professional and helpful on both occasions. I have been a PNC customer for 40 years. Thanks Anne Healy Aieratellers is not polite. No one in town likes to go there I know. Hi Rigonie is better, Ive never had a problem with Indiana Pnc. Idk what y'all are doing to have these problems. I love that
Pnc tooI transfers some of my salary to my account at PNC. I wanted to transfer the funds and called the local branch of Chantilly (3914 Centerville Road) to inquire about the process. Initially, one of the bank representatives wanted to transfer me to the back office, but instead put me in a call center. The call center then
dialed back to a representative of the local branch - Monica was very rude and rushed to hang up my phone. She kept going in my way. I was discouraged by the actions of their reps and determined to close my account at PNC and transfer them elsewhere where they have decent manners. I used an ATM around 4:30
p.m. today. On March 13, I withe $300.00 from my TD bank account and tried to deposit cash into my PNC account. The machine took the cash and counted it, I asked if I wanted a printed receipt and I said yes. At that point, the ATM spits out the cash - yes, all of it. And the machine kept my card. I waited in a long line
that didn't move and went home and I thought I'd call about getting a card. I'd like to get and get my card after work tomorrow. If you are thinking of doing business with this bank stop. Don't fall for the lies they tell you after ruining the payment you're paying. This is a wormhole of people who don't care about your
problem. Brett Bowers @ 412-803-0631 is a habitual liar who calls you back. Go get your money to the bank that has their operation together! I tried to get help from the Greenville SC branch down town. They sit looking at you and give you sloppy operating procedures and excuses for indomitable websites. Negative 100
rating I'm not interested in doing a mortgage at the moment. I was interested in the amount of payment I was prepared to pursue a mortgage. Don't contact me at this time. At about 12:15 on Friday, I went into a branch and made a deposit in my business account. I then wanted to make a drawer from my personal
account but it was turned around because I didn't have a debit card. I had a driver's license but I was told it wasn't good enough and I should go to a branch where they knew me better. I'm appered by the whole experience and would like to give an explanation from manager 02/21/2018 Dear service staff! Account: Beau
Bergendahl -'- #:1210479456Best Regards / Borbergendahl (954-861-8072 privatization) I'm Navarra to draw money I have a direct deposit I went to the pnc bank, but when I went I said they needed to clear even though I could spend on my card when buying I also went to an ATM just outside the bank and withe with no
problems withdrawing the money. Did she think I was stealing my money!? I went into pnc a bank in Navarra to draw money that had a direct deposit, but when I went to the drawer I said I needed to clear, even though I could spend on a card at the time of purchase. Did she think I was stealing my money!? Branch. In
Garfield, Teller Gilbert's worst experience was I couldn't get a smile or laugh at her she was so much more awkward as prejudice. They need to lay off employment. I will never return to that branch again. And I'm let. Social media knows about my experience. I entered the branch. And... Teller Gilberta is the worst
window in history. Very grumpy. I will never go back there again. She warned me I'm very nasty. all my. Frida Obhar This bank is terrible. My son was from out of state and used an ATM. The machine ate his debit card. He asked for help and was told there was nothing they could do because he did not have an account
with them. They then told him that even if they were able to recover his debit card, it would be destroyed. They had no debit card, no money, no advice for him, and it didn't help them solve the problem. Even after my bank called and spoke to them, they were rude, sudden, and completely useless. Who tells a man 20
years from a state where they can't help them and close the door to his face? I'd like no one else to be treated this way. It's terrible customer service and a terrible way of treating young people from a state of crisis, let's say. Shame on you and your branches. My son opens an account in Florida, and it's most certainly not
with PNC. At around 10.08am on January, 25th and Thursday, I will contact one of the branch representatives by phone and I suggest opening with them to find out more about the opening of a new standard quekking account and the Ranig. The woman who happened to be behind the phone answered all of my
questions very positively and professionally. The morning indicates the sun. I am confident that the branch will do well now and in the future if they continue to consciously hold this kind of humility and attitude by all of them. I wish them all success.God's speed! Support greetings are useful. Tellers variable, but find a
good one and stick with her/him. They ask how you want to return your cash and say you can't do it that way because they don't have the denomination you want. And if I had gone to the other window, this didn't seem to matter. Very helpful there and they have nice people. I worked a good bank there to go on holiday
from the UK and I called to the South Osprey of the Sarasota branch today to cash the cheque I received for a refund of my rental deposit. I am now retired and during my career I was chief executive of a UK bank. However, I am not familiar with U.S. banking procedures and monica, a young woman who dealt with
transactions, was very exceptional in operating efficiently while chatty, welcoming and courteous. The current experience of UK banks is sadly quite different and I couldn't get this through without letting you know this most refreshing experience of exemplary customer service. Nadine was the most helpful in dealing with
the problem. The staff at this branch are great, they are friendly and well-informationed re-PNC bank regulations and services. Not too good it disappeared no longer open and tried to call this branch to talk to someone. The only automated service with my phone number - then I tried the following menu - has nothing to
apply. Trying to reach humans with branches is a nightmare - I gave up. This is easily the worst phone experience I've ever had in the company. Luckily, BB&T has a friendly office in the same shopping centre - time to switch. My wife just spent an hour with your very rude manager simply tried to close her late mother
$20.account. Silly questions in her position as a executor and we continue to get statements and very simply the account will be negative very soon. Against this moronic manager with zero personality, it seems like it's not a difficult issue to stop. I love visiting him, talking to him, and having one of your Pittsburgh
corporate people talk to him. I've been a Pittsburgh business in North Hills and Bridgeville for 35 years and I'm grateful I've never dealt with the bank that hired Jacka. My cell #610 368 4037can I don't have the email and phone of Robert Q.rely, who works as your BR's chief financial foreign division at 340 Medicine
Avenue N.Y 10017 N.Y 10017 there is no phone number on any of these websites. I can't call the banker I spoke to yesterday. Bad. Worst bank and branch in history! To resolve ongoing issues, I hold lawyers, the Ohio Attorney General, CPFO, BBB and my local politicians. Run, don't walk from this bank!! Lisa at the
branch was very helpful 、---- ----- ---- when the service was closed, I moved my account to Ahoski PNC. I have everything good to say about you!Never once did I swear under my breath and leave shaking my head. (Is cotton picking long once? When I moved my account to Ahoski, they arrived in a mixed quagmire like
I never imagined. I always fix the mess and thank the woman (she's not there now) who spent about four and a half hours with me that day - she must have used magic. Be careful and stay safe! I still have $281 in my account that I can't withdraw my money in my contrey (Philippines). I tried to call customer service but
all they were saying was to contact you. I press 3 to talk to someone, but after a few minutes I get disconnected without anyone answering. I think the Lee Harvard branch is a good person they are drinking coffee for you and always I can help me with a 5 star rating and I went to the branch today to open a new account.
As I sat down, I saw a young woman coming from the ATM section and she had a question, so she approached the entrance of one of the bankers. She stood chatting with him, about three or four minutes, and he took a seat to her and said he would help her. What was so unpleasant was that the three of us were
watching the interaction and I actually heard her ask if she should ask him a question, so I walked away. I went out of the building but then went back to get a card for the bank manager. Mr. Jones gave me a card. He then tried to tell me that the woman had an appointment and in his defence he asked the representative
how the customer jumped the queue and was told she had an appointment. It's not true. I will not return to the PNC branch, I will tell everyone I know of the temple about the poor customer service I have received and hopefully this will make a difference in how your future customers are treated. Attention branch
manager Dennis. Ive has been contacting you for months. I've already talked to Edward Jones about this &amp; wanted to let you know. You have customers who know very well. Ive saw this many times. Your customers will give her bank &amp; credit cards to young kids &amp; even homeless people and send them
where to buy visa gift cards &amp; anything. She gives them some dollars &amp; some of her pain pills &amp; nerve medications. She will then contact you and charge you for fraudulent claims. She said she had been doing it for years. Anyway she has y'all to refund her $ on her card &amp; still has a visa card. Now
someone in the bank was stuck in something. But she threatened several people with imminent charges. I took it on myself to video &amp; autio where she hands people cards. This woman can annoy some of those people. that's why she y'all have an in-house cardIf you have any questions about this matter, please
contact us. Thank you for your time, I'm grateful for how kind and personal Hannah is! Probably at the ATM! Hannah called me right away! thanks to her, I don't have to wait until Monday! good morning, I'm worried, I went to check in cash at AMT where Lena Brown is located at 1 North Prospect Avenue, Indian Head,
MD 20640 at 1 North Prospect Avenue 25, 2017 Thursday at 10:00pm And the machine took my money and I still don't seem to be the lbrown3117@aol.com $245.00 reflected in my account. It has not been updated yet. Usually, it is always immediately reflected in my email. That's important because I now have a



500.00 check coming out of my account. Please help! you can contact me at 202-704-4959. The bank has been presentive for a long time. No looking forward to contacting you from customer service. Just ATMPNC Bank charges super high overdray fees. They refuse to refund multiple overdraths per year. Make a
mistake in this bank and you will be treated like an alien. There is no mercy at all. They fix it so that people on fixed incomes can't get their accounts back in good condition. Then it will leave those who do not have the money to buy food or prescription drugs. Some people become homeless. PNC Bank doesn't care about
people who don't have the resources to pay BIG fees. They simply don't allow their fees and allow the costumes to pay the amount they actually incur on the bank. Flat out, no! Great customer service at this branch! I got a new credit card for my new surname on the spot. Definitely a great experience. I think Teller's
name is Brittany Fultz. I really appreciate the extra mile service I was given. I funded the car through PNC and bought their health insurance, guaranteed to make my payment in case I got sick. I notified them by certified email. They kept sending me collection letters and phone calls, forcing me to make additional
payments while I was sick. They later told me that someone in the bank made an error and sometimes people made mistakes. But they didn't even return the extra payments I was forced to make or send me an apology. They suck. PNC Bank - Don't use Northern Cape May, for something they risk being an incompetent
group of individuals. Branch manager is not very professional and is always under staff. The branch manager is a complete idiot. She always looks like a homeless! we had a very nice, very warm and helpful service! We needed to make changes to our account and they made it very easy to work with them! one of the
best PNC brunches I've ever done. My wait here is not long and I always greet you warmly and everyone is always willing to help. Whenever I haveThe problem or I don't fully understand anything, they're always 100% information by the time I leave, without using the financial jargon that go over my head. Joe is polite
and personable because he is an absolute pleasure to talk to. If you have ever struggled to find a suitable branch, this is one. Great customer service. Certainly 10 star banking experience. Keep up with unparalleled teamwork. Approval! Hello... I'm writing with Joe Weisan about the phone conversation and solution i had
yesterday. I am a colleague with his wife Donna and Joe asked if I could give me some advice on the debt I have. He listened to my situation, never judged my situation, and come up with an amazing solution. With a few questions, he asked me, he honestly had a solution for me in 20 minutes of my first call to him. I
have been a PNC customer for quite some time and Joe has updated my selection for me and my daughter's banking needs. Please let the right person know of this exceptional customer service that Joe Wasan provided to me. Regards, Angeliques Pringer 708-715-3404I called to get a better understanding of the
overdraphone fees assessed on my account and it made no sense, so I thought something was wrong. As Barbara Long put me on hold, she is heard saying, She thinks the overdraus is wrong (laughs) Are they all? I thought this was very rude and unprofess professional. Her branch manager Stacey Thomas rides the
line to tell me that she was sitting across from this woman the other day and had not spoken to anyone. I know what I heard and I didn't like it. No one is perfect and I'm sure the majority of Americans have encountered overdray fees at least once in their lives. The people in the customer service position SUCK really
upset me. If you don't like people or laugh and despise them, you may want to be in a different field. I started giving them two stars, but after thinking about it, they barely deserve one star. I closed my PNC bank account via the HOBOKEN branch and received a receipt with a $00 balance on my account. That was three
years ago. Apparently this branch mishandled the transaction because I recently opened a new bank account with another financial company and was rejected because PNC Bank's files show I have a debit account that was never resolved. It is embarrassing and frustrating that this wrong information is available. I have
received this complaint directly to William S. Demchak, CEO of the Corporate Office. I live on the same street in the bank, about 6 blocks from there. My call was routed to several offices in the Midwest and the woman who answered asked me about a dozen questions I answered. She said afterwards that she could not
answer my question without additional information. She also said everyone at the local bank was busy and not available. II'm going to hang up and move that six blocks now to find my balance. I am 76 years old and disabled. It's not a good service. Great bank and a great team they have! and go to the bank. But when
the Pinetops branch closes, I no longer bank there. They are not aware of the inconvenience this has caused so many ppl in our small town. Thank you very much.... As of today my account will be closed and I went to cash my check and was charged 10$, they said they usually don't have an account but all employees
charge for people who do different things. The woman who cashed my cheque was horrified, she was very slow and when she gave me the money she said it every bank I went to counted the money with me, she was very disappointed with this particular branch, obviously having some problems with maths because
someone had a problem with her count. When we started our account at this place in 2001, the service was good. But since moving out of state in 2006, we have only had problems and unresolved issues with the PNC. We are sporadically charged for items that have been closed for years. PNC personnel are ineffective
and inexperienced in solving problems. I wouldn't recommend this branch to anyone. More training on inter-state banks is needed here. Here.
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